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Turbulent flows at the surface of the ocean deviate from geostrophic equilibrium on scales smaller
than about 10 km. These scales are associated with important vertical transport of active and
passive tracers, and should play a prominent role in the heat transport at climatic scales and for
plankton dynamics. Measuring velocity fields on such small scales is notoriously difficult but new,
high-resolution satellite altimetry is starting to reveal them. However, the satellite-derived velocities
essentially represent the geostrophic flow component, and the impact of unresolved ageostrophic
motions on particle dispersion needs to be understood to properly characterize transport properties.
Here, we investigate ocean fine-scale turbulence using a model that represents some of the processes
due to ageostrophic dynamics. We take a Lagrangian approach and focus on the predictability of
the particle dynamics, comparing trajectories advected by either the full flow or by its geostrophic
component only. Our results indicate that, over long times, relative dispersion is marginally affected
by the filtering of the ageostrophic component. Nevertheless, advection by the filtered flow leads
to an overestimation of the typical pair-separation rate, and to a bias on trajectories (in terms of
displacement from the actual ones), whose importance grows with the Rossby number. We further
explore the intensity of the transient particle clustering induced by ageostrophic motions and find
that it can be significant, even for small flow compressibility. Indeed, we show that clustering is
here due to the interplay between compressibility and persistent flow structures that trap particles,
enhancing their aggregation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ocean dynamics involve an extremely wide range of scales, from planetary scales, where energy is injected through
solar forcing, to millimeter ones, where energy is dissipated by viscosity [1]. At scales larger than about 100 km,
oceanic flows are quasi two-dimensional (2D), due to the importance of Earth’s rotation and ocean stratification.
They nearly satisfy geostrophic balance, i.e. the balance between Coriolis and pressure forces in the momentum
equation of motion. At small scales, instead, they considerably deviate from this equilibrium to become fully three-
dimensional (3D), isotropic and turbulent. The main nondimensional control parameter, in this context, is the Rossby
number Ro = U/(fL), where U and L are typical horizontal velocity and length scales, respectively, and f is Coriolis
frequency (see, e.g., [1]); at large scales Ro ≪ 1, while at small ones Ro ≫ 1. Scales of about O(100) km form the
mesoscale range, corresponding to ocean eddies that evolve on timescales of a few weeks to months. They represent the
largest fraction of the ocean kinetic energy and can account for intense horizontal transport of heat and concentrations
of biogeochemical tracers [2]. The associated Rossby number is small, and vertical velocities are relatively weak [3, 4].
Smaller scales, between O(1) and O(10) km and with a temporal variation of about 1 day, have larger Rossby numbers,
up to order 1, and are referred to as submesoscales [5], or sometimes also as fine scales [6, 7]. In terms of flow structures,
they appear as fronts and filaments, surrounding eddies, and are much more confined at the surface with respect to
mesoscales. According to several theoretical and numerical studies and in situ campaigns [3, 5], their related vertical
velocities are an order of magnitude larger than those of mesoscales. Hence, through their role on vertical transport,
submesoscales should be essential to climate and biogeochemical processes in the ocean [3, 8].

Measuring velocity fields at submesoscales represents a challenge, due to their small size and fast evolution, and
their direct observation on planetary scales is still lacking. Most of the available information on the dynamics of
such flows comes from surface drifters. This includes remarkable features such as: enhanced dispersion rates [9–12]
pointing to energetic submesoscales; Lagrangian-tracer clustering [13, 14] pointing to high vorticity and divergence
values and strong departure from geostrophy; evidence of a direct energy cascade from large to small scales in addition
to the more usual inverse cascade [15], which may help to shed light on the energy transfers from the forcing to the
dissipation scale. It is worth noting, however, that bridging the Lagrangian results to the Eulerian framework can
be delicate in practical situations, due to limited particle numbers and imperfect flow symmetries (homogeneity and
isotropy, as theoretically required). Eulerian measurements, on the other hand, rely on satellite altimetry, which
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measures sea surface height (SSH). From the latter, the velocity field is obtained by applying geostrophic balance.
This approach allowed considerable progress on the understanding of mesoscale dynamics [16, 17], but the spatial
resolution [O(100) km] of conventional instruments has not, so far, allowed access to the submesoscale range. A
major step forward on this point is expected from the Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission [6, 18].
This new satellite, launched at the end of 2022, has indeed started measuring sea surface height (SSH) at a spatial
resolution of about 1 km [18], which represents two orders of magnitude of improvement. The innovation brought
about by SWOT suggests the possibility to observe the energy cascade over a much broader range of scales, and to
achieve a global view of turbulent transport properties at the ocean surface at fine scales. Nevertheless, it also raises
important questions in relation to the interpretation of such high-resolution data. In particular, the instrument still
measures SSH, and it is unclear down to what length scale geostrophic balance is valid, thus allowing to obtain an
accurate velocity field from it [19, 20]. Moreover, geostrophic flows are by definition nondivergent, which prevents the
quantification of convergence events and tracer-particle clustering, crucial to the modeling of plankton dynamics and
the prediction of pollutant spreading or accumulation. The impact of unresolved ageostrophic motions on transport
and dispersion features thus needs to be assessed.

Quasi-geostrophic (QG) theory, derived from an asymptotic expansion of the fundamental governing equations to
lowest order in Ro [1], provides a good description of ocean dynamics in the mesoscale range, where rotation and
stratification are still quite important and the Rossby number very small. Different improvements of this theory have
been proposed to account for the observed energetic content of submesoscales close to the surface, particularly by
including mixed-layer instabilities [21, 22], or by assuming surface dynamics intensified by the action of large-scale
strain on buoyancy fronts [23]. The latter approach gives rise to the surface quasi-geostrophic (SQG) model [24, 25],
which appears appealing considering that, in spite of its simple mathematical formulation, it produces kinetic energy
spectra considerably shallower than purely QG ones. Other important features of submesoscale flows, however, are
still not captured by these improved models, such as the asymmetry of vorticity statistics, with cyclones prevailing
over anticyclones [26–29], and the occurrence of Lagrangian convergence events [13, 30, 31]. These are triggered
by ageostrophic motions at fronts. A natural strategy to represent their dynamics is to develop the fundamental
equations to next order in Ro, with respect to the QG approximation. A model developed this way, which allows to
reproduce the cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry, is the surface semi-geostrophic one [32]. Another one, based on SQG
dynamics and perhaps better documented, is the SQG+1 model [33], which was recently shown to account for both
the Eulerian and Lagrangian properties mentioned above [34].

In this work, we adopt the SQG+1 model to numerically study ocean fine-scale turbulence in the presence of
ageostrophic motions, with the aim of investigating the impact of the latter on Lagrangian transport. Ageostrophy
will be taken into account as a first-order correction to the geostrophic terms in the model equations. We focus
on Lagrangian predictability, comparing trajectories of particles advected by either the full flow or its geostrophic
part only (i.e. where ageostrophic motions are artificially removed), which should be closer to that measured by
satellite altimetry. Note that, due to the dynamical couplings between the surface temperature and velocity fields in
the system, this is not the same as considering flows at Ro = 0. Specifically, we perform a systematic comparison
of the turbulent dispersion properties of the two kinds of trajectories, in terms of two-particle statistics, mainly
relying on Lagrangian Lyapunov exponents of different types. The results are in agreement with earlier findings,
obtained comparing particle advection in simulations at different Rossby numbers [34], about the weak effect of the
ageostrophic velocity on relative dispersion. However, they also highlight that advection by the geostrophic-only flow
tends to overestimate the typical pair-separation rate. Moreover, we show that filtering the ageostrophic flow causes
a bias on trajectories, whose importance grows with Ro, and we quantify the scale-by-scale dispersion rate between
the full and geostrophic-only advection models. We further provide a characterization of the temporary particle
clusters that form due to ageostrophic motions. In particular, we find that, while compressibility is always small in
our simulations, due to the smallness of the Rossby numbers explored, the intensity of clustering can be substantial.
Our analysis indicates that, in the SQG+1 system, clustering is essentially due to the interplay between the (small)
flow compressibility and the existence of long-lived structures that trap particles, increasing their accumulation.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the Eulerian flow model and the Lagrangian dynamics,
as well as the simulation settings adopted. The numerical results are presented in Sec. III. There, we first characterize
the main turbulent features of the full flow and of its filtered, geostrophic counterpart (Sec. IIIA). Then we consider
Lagrangian statistics for tracers advected by either the complete velocity field or by its geostrophic component.
We start by discussing the impact of filtering on the relative-dispersion process (Sec. III B), and we then examine
the small-scale particle dynamics in terms of Lyapunov exponents, particularly focusing on the characterization of
clustering in the full flow (Sec. III C). Finally, discussions and conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
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II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

To describe turbulent dynamics in the presence of ageostrophic motions, we adopt the SQG+1 model [33].This was
first introduced in an atmospheric context to account for the cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry emerging in rotating
stratified fluids at finite Rossby numbers, but not reproduced by QG models. In its oceanic formulation, it was recently
shown to be a good minimal model for reproducing ageostrophic effects in the fine-scale range [34]. The model is
obtained from an expansion at next order in Ro, with respect to QG theory, of the momentum and buoyancy evolution
equations, within the Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations (also known as primitive equations). It constitutes
an extension of the SQG system [24, 25], assuming that the flow dynamics are entirely driven by the advection of
buoyancy at the surface. The relevance of SQG-like dynamics to upper-ocean turbulence is well documented [23, 25]
and mainly involves the occurrence of energetic submesoscales, but also the consequent enhancement of the pair-
separation rate of Lagrangian particles [22, 35], and the evolution of phytoplankton diversity [36].

A. Dynamical equations

The main dynamical equation of the SQG+1 model states that surface temperature (or buoyancy) is conserved
along the surface flow,

∂tθ
(s) + u(s) ·∇θ(s) = 0, (1)

where θ(x, t) is the temperature fluctuation field. Here and in the following we adopt nondimensional units. The
vertical coordinate is −∞ < z ≤ 0, and the superscript (s) indicates quantities evaluated at the surface (z = 0). The
total velocity field is given by the sum of the geostrophic component ug (computed at the lowest order in Ro) and an
ageostrophic one uag (at next order in Ro). The latter is, in turn, expressed as the sum of two contributions, uφ and
ua, so that

u = ug +Rouag = ug +Ro (uφ + ua) . (2)

The geostrophic velocity is obtained from the streamfunction ϕ as ug = (−∂yϕ, ∂xϕ), where x and y denote the
horizontal coordinates. Setting Ro = 0 in Eqs. (1) and (2), the SQG model is recovered. Here below we recall the
main steps leading to the expressions of uφ and ua; more details about the full derivations can be found in [33, 37].
At first order, potential vorticity vanishes, i.e.

∂2ϕ

∂x2
+

∂2ϕ

∂y2
+

∂2ϕ

∂z2
= 0. (3)

The geostrophic streamfunction ϕ is then obtained from surface temperature, with the boundary conditions ∂zϕ|z=0 =
θ(s) and ∂zϕ → 0 for z → −∞, i.e.

ϕ = F−1

[
F(θ(s))

k
ekz

]
. (4)

In this equation, θ is taken at lowest order, F stands for the horizontal Fourier transform and k for the horizontal
wavenumber modulus. Remarkably, the SQG+1 ageostrophic velocity components uφ and ua, like the geostrophic
one, can be computed from the temperature field θ. Indeed, they can be written as

uφ = (−∂yφ, ∂xφ) , ua = −∂zA, (5)

where φ and A are related to surface and lower-order quantities by:

φ =
θ2

2
−F−1

{
F
[
θ(s)(∂zθ)

(s)
]

k
ekz

}
, (6)

A = −θug + F−1
[
F(θ(s)u(s)

g )ekz
]
, (7)

again with θ taken at lowest order. Functions φ and A are such that ∂zφ = 0 and A = 0 at z = 0. Note that ua has
both a rotational and a divergent component from (7), while uφ is nondivergent.
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The idealized character and relatively simple mathematical formulation of this model represent a strong advantage.
One of its limitations, however, is that other types of ageostrophic dynamics, further deviating from geostrophic
equilibrium, cannot be taken into account. Among these, high-frequency motions (internal gravity waves and tides),
in particular, may be expected to also play a relevant role on submesoscale turbulence [38–40]. Addressing the impact
of such processes on Lagrangian dynamics is an interesting point, but it is left for future work, as it would require
more realistic simulations.

In this work we are interested in the trajectories of Lagrangian particles at the surface, for advection realized by
either the full flow u (obtained from integration of the above equations, and evaluated at z = 0) or its geostrophic
component ug, once the ageostrophic velocity uag is, a posteriori, filtered out from u. The particle equations of
motion then are, respectively,

dx

dt
= u(x(t), t), (8)

dxg

dt
= ug(xg(t), t), (9)

where u = (u, v) (and similarly for ug), and x(t) and xg(t) denote the horizontal position of a particle evolving in
either of the two flows. In these equations, velocities come from the same simulation, and are evaluated at the same
time t. In the following, to ease the distinction between results obtained from Eq. (8) or Eq. (9), we will also use the
subscript f to indicate quantities computed using the full flow (uf ≡ u).

B. Numerical settings

To obtain the full Eulerian velocity field, we numerically integrate Eq. (1), with Eqs. (2-7), on a doubly periodic
square domain of side L0 = 2π at resolution N2 = 10242, by means of a pseudospectral method [34], for increasing
Rossby numbers (starting from Ro = 0). The initial condition corresponds to a streamfunction, in Fourier space,
with random-phase and small-amplitude modes. In order to reach a statistically steady state, we consider the forced
and dissipated version of Eq. (1). Specifically, we add on the right-hand side of the equation a random (δ-correlated
in time) forcing acting over a narrow range of wavenumbers 4 ≤ kf ≤ 6 (and whose intensity is F = 0.02), as well

as a hypofriction term −α∇−2
H θ to remove energy from the largest scales, and a hyperdiffusion term −ν∇4

Hθ to
assure small-scale dissipation and numerical stability. For the dissipative terms we set α = 0.5 and we determine ν
according to the condition kmaxlν ≳ 6, with lν the dissipative scale (estimated for Ro = 0). While such values result
in quite large dissipation terms, which reduce the number of active scales, they were found to be needed to control
numerical stability at the largest Ro values. The compressibility of the SQG+1 horizontal flow, in fact, produces
intense gradients that are difficult to resolve. The largest Rossby number we could reach is Ro = 0.075. A third-order
Adams-Bashforth scheme is used to advance in time Eq. (1), with forcing and dissipation terms. The time step was
set to the quite small value dt = 10−4, ensuring temporally converged results for all the Rossby numbers explored.
In all the SQG+1 simulations we compute Lagrangian trajectories according to both Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), where

the ageostrophic flow component is excluded. Clearly, for the SQG case (Ro = 0), the velocity field is purely
geostrophic. The Lagrangian evolution equations are integrated using a third-order Adams-Bashforth scheme and
bicubic interpolation in space of the velocity field at particle positions. An infinite domain is assumed, the Lagrangian
velocities outside the computational box being computed using the spatial periodicity of the Eulerian flow. We
consider Np = 49152 particles, whose initial positions correspond to a regular arrangement of M = 128× 128 triplets
over the entire domain. Each triplet forms an isosceles right triangle, with a particle pair along x and one along y, both
of which are characterized by an initial separation R(0) = ∆x/2 (with ∆x the grid spacing). Particles are injected
into the considered flow once this has reached statistically stationary conditions. Dispersion statistics are computed
relying only on original pairs (which are 32768 in each simulation). We checked that pair separation statistics are
independent of the initial orientation (along x or y direction) of the pairs, and that the results are robust with respect
to the number of pairs used.

III. RESULTS

A. Eulerian properties of the turbulent flow and its geostrophic component

For nonzero Rossby number, the SQG+1 flow is characterized by well defined, mainly cyclonic, eddies of different
sizes, and sharp gradients along filament-like structures. This is illustrated in Fig. 1a, which shows the (full) vorticity
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field ζf = ∂xv − ∂yu, normalized by its root-mean-square (rms) value ζrms
f , for Ro = 0.0625 at an instant of time

t∗ in the statistically steady state reached by the system after a transient. The presence of strong gradients in ζf ,
whose intensity grows with Ro, is a generic feature due to the ageostrophic velocity components [34]. When the latter
are filtered out, and only the geostrophic velocity ug is retained, the corresponding vorticity field ζg is generally less
intense, as it can be appreciated in Fig. 1b. There, we show the difference field ∆ζ = ζf − ζg at the instant of time t∗,
again normalized by ζrms

f . The main effects of filtering appear as positive values of ∆ζ at the periphery of cyclonic
eddies and along extended filaments. This means that eddies have smoother profiles and filaments are weak in terms
of geostrophic vorticity ζg.
Filtering has consequences also on Lagrangian dynamics (see Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d). For instance, when initially

uniformly distributed tracer particles are advected by either the full or the geostrophic-only flow, important qualitative
differences emerge, such as the occurrence of clustering when ageostrophic fluid motions are included (Fig. 1c). Clearly,
in the divergence-free geostrophic flow, instead, tracers cannot cluster (Fig. 1d). We will discuss particle dispersion
properties and clustering in Sec. III B and Sec. III C.

FIG. 1. (a) Vorticity field ζf for the SQG+1 system for Ro = 0.0625 at a specific time t∗ during the statistically stationary
state. (b) Difference field ∆ζ = ζf − ζg, where ζg is the geostrophic component of vorticity. Panels (c) and (d) show the
distribution of particles at time t∗ in the region corresponding to the black rectangle in (a), for advection realized by either the
full flow (c), or its geostrophic component (d). In (c) and (d) the full and geostrophic vorticity fields, respectively, are shown
in color. In all panels, vorticity is normalized by the rms value of ζf .

We now examine the statistical features of the Eulerian flows from a more quantitative point of view. Figure 2
shows the kinetic energy spectrum E(k), with k the horizontal wavenumber modulus, for three cases: the purely SQG
(Ro = 0) flow, the full SQG+1 flow at Ro = 0.0625 and its geostrophic component [i.e. filtering uag in Eq. (2)].
In all cases we find that spectra follow power laws E(k) ∼ k−β over about a decade. For both the Ro = 0 and
full Ro = 0.0625 cases, the exponent β is larger than 5/3, the value expected for SQG turbulence forced at large
scales [25]. This fact is found to be general and independent of the Rossby number, with spectral exponents in the
range 2.2 ≲ β ≲ 2.7 (not shown). Its causes are the presence of large persistent structures (of size comparable with
the forcing lengthscale), which are known to steepen the spectrum [33, 34, 41], but also the important values of the
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small-scale dissipation coefficients used [35]. The spectrum of the filtered flow at Ro = 0.0625 is found to be lower
than that of the corresponding full flow (at all scales), and the same is true for all the Rossby numbers considered
(not shown). It is worth remarking, however, the clearly higher similarity with the spectrum of the full flow (at the
same Rossby number) than with that of the Ro = 0 flow. This provides a first evidence of the fact that, even after
filtering, traces of the influence of the ageostrophic velocities are still discernible in the geostrophic flow component.
In other words, the properties of a genuine, dynamically constrained geostrophic flow are not fully recovered once
ageostrophic motions are (a posteriori) removed from the complete flow.
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line corresponds to k−5/3, the expected spectrum for SQG turbulence. Inset: absolute value of the relative difference of kinetic
energy between the full and filtered flow, as a function of Ro.

The relative difference between the kinetic energy of the filtered and full flow |Eg − Ef |/Ef grows with increasing
Ro and can reach about 40% at the highest Rossby number (inset of Fig. 2). Note that these values do not appreciably
change when the contributions from the smallest wavenumbers are excluded from the computation of Ef and Eg. This
difference is clearly due to the ageostrophic kinetic energy Eag = Ro2⟨|uag|2/2⟩x (with ⟨...⟩x a spatial average), but
also to the positive correlation between the geostrophic and ageostrophic components of the flow. Indeed, the total
velocity is uf = ug +Rouag, so that Ef = Eg +Eag +Ro⟨ug ·uag⟩x. In our simulations, the last term is found to be
always positive (Fig. 3), meaning that it contributes to the increase of Ef with respect to Eg. As it is proportional to
Ro, it is also typically larger than Eag, due the Ro2 dependence of the latter. Additionally, this result confirms that
the filtered, geostrophic flow also depends on the ageostrophic corrections.

A distinctive feature of the SQG+1 model, absent in the QG and SQG systems, is the asymmetry of vorticity
statistics, with cyclones prevailing over anticyclones [33, 34]. To further investigate the imprints left by ageostrophic
motions on the filtered flow, we consider the probability density function (pdf) of vorticity. Unlike divergence, which
vanishes when ageostrophic terms are filtered out, no condition is imposed by the filtering procedure on vorticity.
Figure 4 shows vorticity skewness (Sζ) as a function of Ro, for the total flow and its geostrophic component. The
corresponding pdfs P (ζ) are reported in the inset of Fig. 4 (with ζ rescaled by its rms value sζ) for Ro = 0.0625.
Positive skewness, indicative of the predominance of cyclonic structures, characterizes the vorticity pdf of the full
SQG+1 flows, and this effect becomes more important with increasing Ro. After filtering, Sζ significantly drops to
values that are much closer to zero. However, it definitely stays positive at large enough Rossby numbers (see also
the inset of Fig. 4). This means that the cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry, though strongly reduced, still persists in the
filtered velocity field and highlights, once more, that the latter is different from a purely SQG flow at Ro = 0.
We conclude this section by noting that the reduction of the vorticity skewness, when taking only the geostrophic

flow component, is associated with a decrease of the right tail (and rise of the left one) of P (ζ). By looking at the
vorticity difference field in Fig. 1b, it is possible to see that ∆ζ is predominantly positive and that a relevant part
of the vorticity variation occurs along filamentary structures. In particular, comparison with Fig. 1a shows that the
intensity of cyclonic (ζ > 0) filaments gets lowered by filtering, in qualitative agreement with the behavior of P (ζ).
Such structures play a central role for particle clustering. Indeed, drifter studies [13] and realistic simulations [14, 42]
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as the difference between the average over the full dataset and over half the dataset. Inset: Probability density function of
vorticity ζ (rescaled by its rms value sζ), temporally averaged over several flow realizations in the statistically steady state for
Ro = 0.0625. Here the red and blue colors correspond to the SQG+1 and (SQG+1)g cases, respectively. The dashed and solid
lines are for ζ < 0 and ζ > 0, respectively. The shaded areas correspond to the standard deviation of the temporal statistics.
The long-dashed gray line represents a Gaussian distribution, for comparison.

of submesoscale ocean turbulence indicate that flow convergence (and intense vertical velocities) should take place
along cyclonic frontal regions. As we discussed in detail in a previous work [34], the SQG+1 system can be seen as
a minimal model capable of accounting for this feature, and giving rise to particle clustering. When we compare
the particle distributions in Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d, obtained from advection by the full and filtered flow, respectively,
it becomes apparent that substantial variations in the vorticity field reflect in very different particle behaviors. For
instance, in the region defined by π ≲ x ≲ 3π/2 and y ≈ π/2, we see that particles cluster over an intense positive
vorticity filament in the full flow, while this effect completely disappears in the vorticity-weakened, filtered flow.
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B. Lagrangian dispersion

In this section, we compare the particle transport and dispersion properties of the SQG+1 flows and of the corre-
sponding filtered, (SQG+1)g, ones. Recall that by (SQG+1)g we mean that only the geostrophic component of the
flow is used to advect the Lagrangian tracers. The analysis presented below relies on both time- and scale-dependent
metrics.

We focus on two-particle statistics, which depend on velocity-field spatial increments and allow to characterize the
tracer pair-separation process. The most natural way to proceed is perhaps to measure the mean-square relative
displacement between two particles [labeled by i and j, and originally at a given distance |xi(t0)−xj(t0)| = R0] as a
function of time, i.e. relative dispersion:

⟨R2(t)⟩ =
〈
|xi(t)− xj(t)|2

〉
, (10)

where ⟨...⟩ is an average over particle pairs. At sufficiently short times, one expects a ballistic behavior of the form
⟨R2(t)⟩ ≃ R2

0(1 + Zt2) [35, 43], where Z =
∫
ζ2/2 dxdy is enstrophy. At very long times, instead, particles typically

are at distances much larger than the largest eddies, and a diffusive scaling is expected, ⟨R2(t)⟩ ∼ t, due to particles
experiencing essentially uncorrelated velocities [44]. At intermediate times, when pair separations lie in the inertial
range of the flow, relative dispersion should grow exponentially or as a power law, if the kinetic energy spectrum
scales as k−β with β > 3 or β < 3, respectively. The first case is generally referred to as a nonlocal dispersion regime,
and ⟨R2(t)⟩ ∼ exp (2λLt), with λL the maximum Lagrangian Lyapunov exponent. In the second case, dispersion is
said to be in a local regime, and ⟨R2(t)⟩ ∼ t4/(3−β) [35, 44].

Another two-particle, fixed-time indicator that can be used to identify dispersion regimes is the kurtosis of the
relative distance between particles in a pair [35, 44]:

ku(t) =
⟨R4(t)⟩
⟨R2(t)⟩2

. (11)

When dispersion is nonlocal (i.e., dominated by the largest flow structures), rapid (exponential) growth of ku(t) is
expected. For local dispersion (meaning controlled by flow features of size comparable with the distance between a
pair of particles), the kurtosis should be constant; in particular ku(t) = 5.6 for Richardson dispersion (the behavior
expected for β = 5/3). At larger times, in the diffusive regime, the kurtosis reaches a constant value equal to 2.
We find that two-particle statistics are affected to a limited extent by ageostrophic motions (see Fig. 5, for Ro =

0.0625). Indeed, the curves of ⟨R2(t)⟩ obtained using the full and filtered flows (Fig. 5a) are close, and the same holds
for all the values of Ro considered (not shown). In both the SQG+1 and the (SQG+1)g cases, at short times relative
dispersion agrees with the t2 ballistic prediction, the prefactor being close to the enstrophy of the corresponding flow.
At later times, ⟨R2(t)⟩ is slightly larger in the full flow, but the two curves reach the diffusive regime with almost
identical values; the same trend is observed at all Rossby numbers, but its importance decreases with Ro, and it is
hardly detectable for Ro < 0.05. At this level, while the effect is small, one may speculate that this slowing down of
⟨R2(t)⟩ in the full-flow case is due to particle trapping in flow convergence regions. At intermediate times, relative
dispersion grows faster than t3, which is consistent with the spectra of the two flows being steeper than k−5/3, but
overall the data do not allow to draw quantitative conclusions about the agreement with the predictions for different
dispersion regimes.

The behavior of the kurtosis (Fig. 5b) reveals two points. On one side, for both full and filtered flows, the rapid
initial growth (up to values ≈ 350) points to nonlocal dispersion. Indeed, for a local dispersion regime, one would
instead obtain a stabilization around a constant, much smaller value. As extensively discussed for SQG+1 flows at
varying Rossby numbers in a previous work [34], this is due to the presence of large-scale coherent flow structures
that dominate the particle spreading process. On the other side, we find that, except perhaps at the very shortest
times, ku(t) grows more rapidly and to higher values in the geostrophic-only flow. While the difference is small, it
is clearly detectable, and it is observed also at other Rossby numbers (not shown). This implies that the dispersion
regime is more strongly nonlocal when particles are advected by the geostrophic component of the flow only (a result
that is difficult to infer from relative dispersion alone).

Fixed-scale indicators are often preferred to fixed-time ones, in order to identify dispersion regimes [45]. For this
reason, we now examine the finite-size Lyapunov exponent (FSLE) [45, 46], which is a scale-by-scale dispersion rate,
and is defined as

λ(δ) =
ln r

⟨τ(δ)⟩
, (12)

where the average is over all pairs and τ(δ) is the time needed for the separation to grow from δ to a scale rδ (with
r > 1). Dimensionally it is possible to relate the FSLE to the exponent β of the kinetic energy spectrum. For β > 3
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FIG. 5. (a) Relative dispersion (after subtraction of the initial value) ⟨R2(t)⟩ − R2
0 as a function of time. The t3 (Richardson

dispersion) scaling law is the expectation for a kinetic energy spectrum E(k) ∼ k−5/3, the t2 one is the short-time ballistic
expectation. Inset: early growth of relative dispersion ⟨R2(t)⟩ versus time in semilogarithmic scale. (b) Kurtosis of separation
as a function of time, in semilogarithmic scale. The horizontal dashed line is the expectation ku = 2 in the diffusive regime.
The inset shows the same in logarithmic scales. In both (a) and (b) Ro = 0.0625; the filled red points correspond to advection
by the full SQG+1 flow and the empty blue ones to advection by its geostrophic component only.

(i.e. in the nonlocal dispersion regime), the FSLE should be constant, λ(δ) = λL. When dispersion is local (β < 3),
it should have a power-law dependence λ ∼ δ(β−3)/2, while in the diffusive regime one expects λ(δ) ∼ δ−2.

Our measurement of λ(δ) is reported in Fig. 6 for Ro = 0.0625, for both advection by the full and filtered flows. The
results confirm those from ku(t): dispersion is essentially nonlocal [λ(δ) ≃ const] over a broad range of separations,
and the corresponding plateau value (an estimate of λL) is larger for advection by the geostrophic part of the flow
only. This result also qualitatively agrees with the expectation that particle convergence, due to ageostrophic motions,
reduces the dispersion rate. At the largest separations, the FSLE approaches the diffusive δ−2 scaling. The transition
to this regime occurs at a smaller separation in the geostrophic-only flow, which appears consistent with the slightly
smaller size of the largest eddies in this flow (see Sec. III A). Qualitatively similar results are found for the other Rossby
numbers considered. From a quantitative point of view, the differences due to filtering are quite small. However, the
overestimation of the small-scale dispersion rate [the plateau value λ(δ) ≃ const] is not always negligible. Indeed, in
the inset of Fig. 6, we see that the relative difference (λg − λf )/λf between those values computed in the full (λf )
and geostrophic (λg) flow advection cases, grows monotonically and can reach about 20% at the highest values of Ro.
This finding appears relevant for Lagrangian dispersion applications relying on advection of synthetic drifters using
real data from satellite altimetry, as the latter measures the geostrophic flow. Moreover, in real oceanic conditions the
Rossby number should be much larger than in the present simulations, and thus this type of effects may be expected
to be much more important.

Most often, Eq. (12) is used to characterize the growth of the separation between two particles starting from different
initial positions and evolving in the same flow. In such a case, λ(δ) is known as the FSLE of the first kind (FSLE-I).
Another possibility is to apply the same computation to pairs of particles that start from the same position but evolve
in two different flows, such as a reference flow and a perturbed one. This gives the FSLE of the second kind (FSLE-II),

λ̃(δ), which is sometimes used to quantify the effect of unresolved flow components [47, 48]. Initially, particles start
from the same position, hence the early growth of their distance is solely controlled by the differences in the velocity
fields they are advected with. When their distance has sufficiently grown, the spatial increment of the velocity field
will also contribute to their separation, and eventually dominate. This means that at large enough separations λ̃(δ)
should approach λ(δ), while at small enough ones, the two kinds of FSLE should differ. This yields an estimate of a
critical separation scale above which the flow perturbation has no significant effect on particle dynamics.

Based on the above reasoning, we computed the FSLE of the second kind to provide a statistical characterization
of the scale-dependent dispersion between the full-flow model and the geostrophic-flow-only model. The results are
shown in Fig. 7, for all the Rossby numbers explored. The filled black points are the average of the λ(δ) values
obtained for different Ro (which only weakly vary when such a control parameter is changed). As it can be seen, at

large enough separations λ̃(δ) recovers the behavior of λ(δ), while at small ones it deviates from it to approach a δ−1

scaling. In this range of δ values, the role of the ageostrophic flow components, when present, is non negligible.

The behavior of the FSLE-II illustrated above can be explained as follows. First, recall that particle dynamics in
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the full and geostrophic-only flow are governed by ẋ = u(x(t), t) = ug(x(t), t)+Rouag(x(t), t) and ẋg = ug(xg(t), t),
respectively. Here, x(t) is the position of one of the two particles in a pair, advected by the total velocity, and xg(t)
is that of the other particle in the pair, advected only by the geostrophic velocity. The particle separation vector
∆x = x− xg then evolves according to

d∆x(t)

dt
= u(x, t)− ug(xg, t). (13)
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Adapting a more general derivation [47] to our case, we perform a Taylor expansion of u(x, t) around xg:

u(x, t) ≃ ug(xg, t) +

(
∂ug

∂x

)
xg

∆x

+Ro

[
uag(xg, t) +

(
∂uag

∂x

)
xg

∆x

]
,

(14)

which implies

d∆x(t)

dt
≃

(
∂ug

∂x

)
xg

∆x

+Ro

[
uag(xg, t) +

(
∂uag

∂x

)
xg

∆x

]
.

(15)

Since particles start from the same position [i.e. ∆x(t0) = 0], at short times Eq. (15) gives

d∆x(t)

dt
≃ Rouag(xg, t). (16)

From Eq. (16), using dimensional considerations, one has δ/t ∼ Rourms
ag . Therefore, the FSLE-II is expected to scale

as

λ̃(δ) ∼
Rourms

ag

δ
. (17)

As shown in the inset of Fig. 7, the different curves are in fairly good agreement with the prediction in Eq. (17), except
at the smallest nonzero Rossby number, and collapse onto each other for Ro ≥ 0.05. At larger times, the separation
distance ∆x is no longer negligible and, eventually, the terms in ∆x on the right-hand side of Eq. (15) dominate. For
such large relative displacements, the particle separation distance evolves as if both particles were in the same flow,
d∆x/dt ≃ (∂xu)xg∆x. As a consequence, for large values of δ one finds λ̃(δ) ≃ λ(δ), as observed in Fig. 7.
The critical relative displacement δ∗ below which the FSLE-II differs from the FSLE-I is found to increase with Ro.

At the largest value of the latter (Ro = 0.075), we have λ̃(δ) ̸= λ(δ) over all separations, except in the diffusive range.
If we exclude the data for Ro = 0.0125, we observe that when Ro increases from 0.025 to 0.075, i.e. by a factor 3, δ∗

increases from approximately 0.15 to 0.8, i.e. by a factor of roughly 5. In spite of the idealized character of the present
model dynamics, such values suggest caution when performing synthetic-particle advection, in the submesoscale range,
with velocity fields derived from satellite altimetry. Indeed, the bias on the simulated trajectories, in terms of distance
from the true ones, may be considerable given the larger Rossby numbers of real ocean submesoscales with respect to
those assumed here.

C. Small-scale particle dynamics and clustering

In the previous section, we analyzed the separation process of Lagrangian tracers. However, through the metrics
previously used it is not possible to address the quantitative characterization of aggregation phenomena. For instance,
the FSLE of the first kind (Fig. 6) provides an estimate of the (scale-dependent) pair separation rate, but it does
not allow to explore particle convergence events. Now, we investigate the small-scale particle dynamics for varying
Rossby number, focusing on this aspect. This will also allow us to characterize particle clustering.

An interesting tool to address this problem is offered by the spectrum of (asymptotic) Lyapunov exponents λ1,2,
with λ1 ≥ λ2, which can be computed by linearizing Eq. (8) in tangent space and are thus related to the velocity
gradient tensor (see Appendix A and [49, 50]). While λ1 measures the exponential divergence rate (and is positive
for a chaotic system), λ2 accounts for the dynamics along the local contracting direction. As the sum of Lyapunov
exponents gives the divergence of the flow, λ1+λ2 = ∇ ·u, clearly for an incompressible flow it is enough to compute
λ1. However, this is no longer the case in the presence of nonzero compressibility, as in our SQG+1 simulations.
In such a case, it is instructive to separate the Lyapunov exponents into their contributions from nondivergent (or
straining) and divergent processes. To this end, we introduce s = λ1 − λ2 and d = λ1 + λ2, so that λ1 = (s + d)/2
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and λ2 = (−s + d)/2. Since we know that the SQG+1 flow is turbulent, with particle pair separations eventually
increasing in time, λ1 should be positive. Due to the occurrence of clustering at small scales, we also expect d ≤ 0,
implying that |λ2| ≥ λ1 and s > 0. Then, from the expressions of λ1 and λ2 it is possible to see that both Lyapunov
exponents should be reduced by the nonzero divergence, with respect to those of the incompressible part of the flow.
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The Lyapunov exponents computed using the full and filtered flows are shown in Fig. 8a as a function of the Rossby
number (see Appendix A and [49–51] for more details on the computation method). Here, we also present the values
obtained in the simulation of SQG turbulence (i.e. for Ro = 0). The values of d = λ1 + λ2 and s = λ1 − λ2 versus Ro
are shown in Fig. 8b [in both panels (a) and (b) an average over all the different Lagrangian initial conditions is also
taken]. As expected, for Ro = 0, the two Lyapunov exponents sum to zero, λ2(0) = −λ1(0) [d(0) = 0]. For nonzero and
increasing Ro, both λ1,f and λ2,f grow in absolute value, but λ2,f by a larger amount, so that |λ2,f | > λ1,f at all Ro
(here the subscript f indicates that the full flow is considered). The mean Lagrangian divergence d (the average being
over particles) is consistently negative, growing in absolute value with Ro (Fig. 8b). In the (SQG+1)g case, the flow is
nondivergent by construction, because only the geostrophic velocity component is retained. As it can be seen in Fig. 8b
this constraint is very well satisfied in our simulations. The mean Lagrangian strain s does not differ much between
the (SQG+1) and (SQG+1)g cases, i.e. sf ≃ sg (the subscript g indicating that the geostrophic-only flow is considered)
for all Rossby numbers. This implies that filtering only affects the divergent part of velocity gradients and much less
the straining one. Since s(Ro) ≈ sg(Ro) and d(Ro) ≤ 0, we have λ1,g(Ro) = sg(Ro)/2 ≥ [s(Ro)+d(Ro)]/2 = λ1,f (Ro)
and λ2,g(Ro) = −sg(Ro)/2 ≥ [−s(Ro) + d(Ro)]/2 = λ2,f (Ro). This explains why λi,g(Ro) ≥ λi,f (Ro) (with i = 1, 2),
as observed in Fig. 8a. These arguments then provide support to the increase of the FSLE-I plateau value after
filtering (Fig. 6). Note that the values of [λ1,g(Ro) − λ1,f (Ro)]/λ1,f (Ro) nicely match those of the FSLE-I relative
difference (at not too large separations) shown in the inset of Fig. 6. In addition, these results indicate, once more,
that filtering the SQG+1 flow to exclude ageostrophic motions does not lead to the same flow properties of the SQG
system (i.e. with Ro = 0).

Lyapunov exponents also provide further information on the clustering of Lagrangian tracers. In particular, they
can be used to compute the fractal dimension of the sets over which particles accumulate (when the full flow is
considered). This is known as the Lyapunov dimension [50], and in the present 2D case it is given by

DL = 1 +
λ1

|λ2|
. (18)

Note that for an incompressible flow (like the geostrophic one) one would have λ1 = |λ2|, and hence DL = 2,
meaning uniformly distributed particles. As in SQG+1 the geostrophic equilibrium is broken and the flow becomes
compressible, |λ2| > λ1 and DL < 2, implying particle clustering. From Eq. (18), when |λ2| ≫ λ1 one has DL ≃ 1,
i.e. a one-dimensional (1D) fractal set. Clustering is clearly due to the compressibility of the horizontal flow being
nonzero, and in the following we will thus discuss the relation between DL and this quantity. However, the flow
compressibility alone typically does not allow to fully characterize the distribution of particles [52, 53]. Different other
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factors can be also important and, among these, the flow time correlations play a relevant role [53, 54], as we shall
see below for our system.

The compressibility of the (full) Eulerian flow is quantified by the ratio [52–54]

C =
⟨(∂xu+ ∂yv)

2⟩
⟨(∂xu)2 + (∂xv)2 + (∂yu)2 + (∂yv)2⟩

, (19)

which takes values between 0 and 1, for incompressible and potential flow, respectively. Providing a theoretical
prediction for C from its definition is generally not an easy task as it requires estimating the correlations of velocity
gradients. Indeed, the denominator in Eq. (19) can be rewritten as ⟨∆2⟩ + ⟨ζ2⟩ − 2⟨(∂xu)∂yv − (∂xv)∂yu⟩, where
the correlations between different velocity-gradient components are more evident, ∆ is divergence and ζ is vorticity.
However, the structure of the velocity-gradient tensor and its low-order moments, were recently analyzed for both
incompressible [55] and compressible [56] three-dimensional (3D) turbulence. Using the same derivation as in [56] and
under the assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy, we obtain in the 2D case ⟨(∂xu)∂yv⟩ = ⟨(∂xv)∂yu⟩. This relation
is found to be well verified in our simulations for all Rossby numbers (see Appendix B). Compressibility is then given
by

C =
⟨∆2⟩

⟨∆2⟩+ ⟨ζ2⟩
. (20)

Considering now that u = ug + Rouag, one has ∆ = ∇ · u = Ro∇ · uag and ζ = ζg + Ro ζag. Inserting these
expressions in Eq. (20), at lowest order we then obtain the following estimate of C as a function of Ro

C =
Ro2

Ro2 + 1
∼ Ro2. (21)

As seen in the inset of Fig. 9, our numerical data are in quite good agreement with Eq. (21), supporting this prediction.
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While here compressibility is always small, due to Eq. (21), clustering is well evident in our flows, as highlighted by
the decrease of DL with C (Fig. 9). For the SQG case (Ro = 0 and C = 0), the Lyapunov dimension is very close to
2, in agreement with the nondivergent nature of this flow. As Ro (and then also C) grows, it decreases monotonically
and its value allows to quantify the intensity of clustering. Such decrease is due to |λ2,f | growing faster with Ro
than λ1,f (Fig. 8a), meaning to the intensification, and dominance, of the locally contracting flow direction. These
findings indicate that the structures over which particles accumulate are not space-filling, and tend to be more and
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more unidimensional for larger Ro. This in turn suggests that clustering should occur along filaments, which is in line
with the observations from Fig. 1c. By filtering the flow to take only its geostrophic component, instead, with good
accuracy we retrieve DL = 2 (not shown), corresponding to particles filling the entire domain (see also Fig. 1d).

On the basis of the persistent structures present in our flows (see Sections IIIA and III B), we argue that the
relevant decrease of DL, in spite of the small compressibility, is due to the time correlations in the velocity field.
To test this hypothesis, we compare our results with what one would obtain in a temporally uncorrelated flow. For
this purpose, we consider the 2D compressible Kraichnan flow, which is white-in-time, and for which the following
prediction [53, 54] for DL is available:

DL =
2

1 + 2C
. (22)

Figure 9, where the Kraichnan-model prediction is the solid red line, shows that in the absence of flow temporal
correlations the fractal dimension is considerably larger than in the SQG+1 system. This indicates that in the present
case clustering is essentially due to the interplay between the (small) Eulerian compressibility and the existence of
long-lived flow structures that trap particles, enhancing their aggregation.

We conclude by noting that the transition to strong clustering, with particles accumulating over 1D structures, is
marked by the Lyapunov dimension reaching DL = 1. This occurs for a critical compressibility C∗ = 1/2 in Kraichnan
model. Based on the results in Fig. 9, with the numerical data being always below the theoretical prediction of Eq. (22),
one may speculate that in the SQG+1 system, the transition occurs for C∗ < 1/2. From C∗, the corresponding

critical Rossby number may then be estimated as Ro∗ ≈ C∗1/2. However, clustering properties in time-correlated
compressible flows strongly depend on the spatio-temporal details of the velocity field [54]. Indeed, it has been shown
that for Lagrangian tracers at the free surface of a 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes turbulent flow [53], while the
qualitative behavior of DL as a function of C is similar to that observed here for small C, the transition occurs at
C∗ > 1/2. The determination of the critical compressibility (and Rossby number) for SQG+1 turbulence thus remains
an open question, which would require considerably extending the range of Ro values explored and extensive numerical
simulations.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated surface-ocean turbulence in the fine-scale range by means of numerical simulations of the SQG+1

model [33, 34]. This model is derived from primitive equations and extends the SQG one by including ageostrophic
motions corresponding to first-order corrections in the Rossby number. By construction the latter are related to
secondary flows due to finite-Rossby effects at fronts. Note that other ageostrophic processes (as, e.g., internal
waves), further deviating from geostrophy, are not represented [57]. As previously shown [34], this approach allows to
reproduce both the prevalence of cyclones over anticyclones and the accumulation of Lagrangian tracers in cyclonic
frontal regions, which are found in observations [13, 26, 28, 30, 31] but not captured by standard QG models. Our
main goal was to assess the effect of ageostrophic motions on Lagrangian pair dispersion, which is relevant for the
interpretation and exploitation of new, high-resolution satellite data [17, 18], as well as to improve the understanding of
material spreading at the surface of the ocean. For this purpose we compared Lagrangian statistics for tracer particles
advected by either the full SQG+1 flow or by its filtered, geostrophic counterpart, for different Rossby numbers.
Our results confirm the general expectation, also supported by previous numerical indications [34], that relative

dispersion weakly depends on the ageostrophic corrections to the flow. From a quantitative point of view, however, the
FSLE-I, a fixed lengthscale indicator of the separation process, reveals that excluding the ageostrophic velocity leads to
an overestimation of the typical pair-dispersion rate, and that the importance of this effect grows with Ro. This can be
understood by analyzing the spectrum of the (asymptotic) Lyapunov exponents of the particle dynamics. Considering
the weak dependence of the FSLE-I on spatial scales in the present simulations, the latter appear appropriate to
characterize the small-scale behavior of particles over a significant range of scales. A decomposition of Lyapunov
exponents into the divergent and nondivergent parts of the velocity-gradient tensor experienced by particles shows
that the absence of flow convergences in the geostrophic-only case is at the origin of the increase of both exponents,
and hence of the FSLE-I at the smallest separations.

In addition, we examined the scale-by-scale dispersion rate for pairs such that both particles start from the same
position but one evolves in the full flow and the other in the filtered one. We found that such an inter-model dispersion
rate (FSLE-II) differs from the FSLE-I over a range of small separations, which extends towards larger and larger
ones with Ro. The behavior of the FSLE-II is explained by a simple theoretical argument relying on the different
mechanisms (the differences in the evolution equations and in the particle positions) controlling the separation process.
These results highlight that at sufficiently small separations particle trajectories are sensitive to ageostrophic motions
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and can be biased if advected by the geostrophic velocity only, which appears relevant to applications using satellite-
derived velocity fields to advect synthetic particles in order to deduce flow transport properties.

Beyond the above quantitative differences, the ageostrophic velocities are responsible of a major qualitative change
in the Lagrangian dynamics, namely the occurrence of clustering of tracer particles. While this is clearly not captured
by geostrophic flows, which are incompressible by definition, it has important consequences for the identification of
hotspots of pollutant accumulation in the sea and for marine-ecology modeling. We then measured its intensity for
increasing Rossby numbers and characterized the mechanisms controlling it in the SQG+1 system. We showed that
the horizontal-flow compressibility is always small and grows only quadratically with Ro. Nevertheless, clustering can
be relatively intense, with the Lyapunov dimension clearly decreasing to values smaller than 2 with increasing Ro
(and compressibility). Finally, the comparison of our numerical results with the prediction for the time uncorrelated
Kraichnan flow [52, 53] revealed that clustering is, in the present case, essentially due to the interplay between the
small compressibility and the important temporal correlations of the flow.

To conclude, this study indicates that the overall effect of ageostrophic motions related to fronts on Lagrangian
pair dispersion at the ocean surface should be weak. Nevertheless, it also suggests some caution in particle advection
experiments with geostrophically derived flows, as single-particle trajectories should separate from the true ones, and
important phenomena, such as clustering, would be missed. An interesting perspective of this work would be to
extend the analysis to realistic circulation models, in order to address the impact on Lagrangian dynamics of other
ageostrophic processes (internal gravity waves and tides) that are associated with the ocean fast variability.
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Appendix A: Lyapunov exponents’ spectrum

Lyapunov’s theory of dynamical systems [50] can be applied to the evolution equation of Lagrangian tracer particles

dx

dt
= u(x(t), t). (A1)

The linearized version of Eq. (A1), in tangent space, is just

dw

dt
= [∇u](x(t), t) w. (A2)

The above equation is integrated along the Lagrangian path x(t); here [∇u](x(t), t) is the velocity gradient tensor at
position x at time t. Equation (A2) can be viewed as the equation for the separation δx between two (infinitesimally)
close Lagrangian trajectories [49].

The Lyapunov spectrum is related to the asymptotic exponential growth rate of w and is computed as follows [50,
51]. Given an arbitrary unitary initial vector w1(t0), the first exponent is computed as

λ1 = lim
t→∞

1

t− t0
ln

(
|w1(t)|
|w1(t0)|

)
, (A3)

The second exponent is computed through the use of a second vector w2(t), initially unitary and orthogonal to the
first one, evolving according to the same equation. The area A(t) of the parallelogram defined by w1(t) and w2(t) at
each time t allows to introduce Λ such that

Λ = lim
t→∞

1

t− t0
ln

[
A(t)

A(t0)

]
. (A4)

Once Λ is known, λ2 can be computed as

λ2 = Λ− λ1, (A5)

More details about the implementation of this method can be found in [50]. Note that using an ensemble of particles,
we obtain values of λi (i = 1, 2) for each trajectory, which should be the same assuming ergodicity. In practice, λi

values are further averaged over all trajectories.
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Appendix B: Compressibility ratio

The compressibility ratio of Eq. (19), C = ⟨(∇ ·u)2⟩/⟨(∇u)2⟩, accounts for the relative strength of divergence and
strain. Considering that

(∇u)2 = (∂xu)
2 + (∂xv)

2 + (∂yu)
2 + (∂yv)

2,

∆2 ≡ (∇ · u)2 = (∂xu)
2 + (∂yv)

2 + 2 ∂xu ∂yv,

ζ2 = (∂xv)
2 + (∂yu)

2 − 2 ∂xv ∂yu,

one has ∆2 + ζ2 = (∇u)2 + 2(∂xu ∂yv − ∂xv ∂yu). Therefore, the compressibility ratio can be also written as

C =
⟨∆2⟩

⟨∆2⟩+ ⟨ζ2⟩ − 2 (⟨∂xu ∂yv⟩ − ⟨∂xv ∂yu⟩)
. (B1)

To further simplify Eq. (B1), one needs to estimate the correlations of velocity gradients appearing in the last
parenthesis in the denominator. This problem was addressed in [56] in a broader context, to characterize the low-
order moments of velocity gradients of 3D compressible flows. Here we recall some of the main points of the reasoning,

adapting them to our 2D case. Specifically, we define A
(2)
ijkl = ⟨∂jui ∂luk⟩, where clearly i, j, k, l = 1, 2 (indices 1 and

2 corresponding to the x and y directions, respectively) in 2D. As shown in [56], assuming statistical homogeneity
(∂i⟨...⟩ = 0) one has

A
(2)
ijji = ⟨∂jui ∂iuj⟩ = ⟨∂iui ∂juj⟩ = A

(2)
iijj , (B2)

where repeated indices are summed over. For isotropic flows the velocity-gradient correlation tensor can be expressed
as

A
(2)
ijkl = α δijδkl + β δikδjl + γ δilδjk, (B3)

with α, β, γ some constants and δij indicating the Kronecker tensor. Using Eq. (B3), one gets that A
(2)
ijji = 2α+2β+4γ

and A
(2)
iijj = 4α + 2β + 2γ, implying α = γ thanks to the constraint in Eq. (B2). This last relation has the following

important consequence:

⟨∂1u1 ∂2u2⟩ = A
(2)
1122 = A

(2)
1221 = ⟨∂2u1 ∂1u2⟩, (B4)

since A
(2)
1122 = α and A

(2)
1221 = γ, from Eq. (B3). Coming back to our original notation, this means that

⟨∂xu ∂yv⟩ − ⟨∂xv ∂yu⟩ = 0. (B5)

The above relation is very well verified in our numerical simulations for all Rossby numbers (Fig. 10), and allows us
to write the compressibility ratio as C = ⟨∆2⟩/

(
⟨∆2⟩+ ⟨ζ2⟩

)
, i.e. as in Eq. (20).
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